
 3 different Logic Tree 
Puzzles (4, 5 and 6)

 Various signposts

 2 Blank Logic Tree Puzzles 
(per child) 

 Access to different 2D 
shapes in various colours 
and sizes, for example from 
SM sessions

 Coloured crayons

15–20 minutes

LOGIC TREES – MORE LOST SHAPES

Your child can use colour, size and both together to allocate shapes to the correct branch of a forking path in a logic tree puzzle.
Your child can use signposts to help determine which path a shape should take in a logic tree puzzle.
Your child can recognise that a crossed shape means the shape does NOT take that path in a logic tree puzzle.
Your child can create their own logic tree shape puzzle.

To develop an understanding of mathematical relationships using logic trees 
To develop the ability to ‘read’ and decode visual models and signs
To introduce the meaning of a sign with an X over it (not whatever the X covers) 
To develop creative thinking
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Whose House Is This? (Using Signposts)

Now show your child Logic Tree Puzzle 4 and put out the two blue and two yellow triangles at the start of the 
path on the left. Point out the increased number of paths. Remind your child how at the end of the last session 
(M46), you discussed how having signposts would make it easier for the shapes to find their way to the right 
houses. Discuss how signposts are often used when there are many different paths that you could take, for 
example on walking trails in a forest or along a mountain route. Point out that we often find them at the start of 
a path or where a path forks, and the signposts tell travellers where the paths go. 

Then discuss what signposts would be helpful at the forks in the path on Puzzle 4 (at the first fork, one path 
needs a yellow signpost and the other a blue signpost, so that blues go one way and yellows another; at the next 
fork on the yellow path, we need a big house on one of the two branches, and a small house on the other, and 
the same for the two forking branches after the blue signpost). 

Show your child the blue and yellow flag signposts, and the four red ‘size’ signposts. Discuss what they represent 
and then work together to put them onto the relevant forks in the paths, as in the image below. Finally, ask your 
child to ‘walk’ each shape down the correct paths to reach the appropriate house.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE



Now show your child Logic Tree Puzzle 5 and look together at the houses and their windows. Introduce the signs with an X over them to indicate that 
these shapes do NOT go down that path. Give them an example: So, for example, the path for the square has a crossed triangle and circle sign. 

Put out the three pink shapes and ask your child to put the signposts in their correct places, to help each shape find the correct house – see image 
below. Then ask them to walk each down the correct path to their houses as before.  

Finally, show your child Logic Tree Puzzle 6 and put out the three pink shapes from the previous puzzle. Put the three signposts with the Xs on (from 
Logic Tree Puzzle 5) in place after the fork (it doesn’t matter which one goes where) and see if your child can work out where each shape needs to go 
to get to the right house (i.e. only using the signposts, as this time the pictures of the houses don’t provide any clues). Ask them to walk each down 
the correct path to their houses as before. 
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LOGIC TREES – MORE LOST SHAPES – continuedM47

I Can Make My Own Logic Tree Shape Puzzle:

If you have more than one child doing this session, have them work together for this activity. If not, they can work alone. Show them the two blank 
Logic Tree Puzzles and ask them to think about and discuss how to make their own Logic Tree Shape Puzzle, to present to you. If there are two 
children, after this they should then each have a go at doing their own one and present it to the other for ‘solving’. 

Give them coloured pencils to use and shapes of different colours and sizes to choose from. Support them by modelling the creation of a new puzzle 
step by step, if necessary, or let them have a go on their own. The process should go something like this: 

• Design two or three houses for the end points on the right-hand side, depending on which blank puzzle they chose, and make sure the criteria for 
who lives there is clear – for example, one colour in each house or one type of shape in each house only;

• Pick out a variety of shapes that match that criteria and could live in each house, and put them at the start of the path on the left;

• Draw a signpost on each path, after the fork, to show which shape should go down which path;

• Test their puzzle before sharing it.
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Puzzle 4
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Puzzle 5
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Puzzle 6
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Cut out each signpost separately.
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